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Basler: Epprecht's Crossing

Epprecht's Crossing
RESEARCH AT THE SCHELBERT'S

At Leo Schelbert's house in Evanston, Illinois, we looked through
those sources available at Leo's university library in which traces of the
Epprechts were most likely to be found. In the course of this process I
came across another Dorlikon ancestor, Ulrich Singer, a descendant of a
family doubly represented in the village's heraldic church window frorr
1685 (see figure 3).9
Once, while staying in Chicago, we were able to take part in
seminar on African-American history, which Leo was teaching at tti
University of Illinois at Chicago. One of the central statements on thi
occasion, made by a black guest professor, is still ringing in my ears.
'People who lose their history lose themselves; for how can we know
where we are going if we don't know where we're coming from?'
Indentured Service
On the way to Northwestern University Library, Leo Schelbert and
I engaged in an intensive discussion on slavery. 'Was it not-at least
temporary-slavery', I wanted to know, 'if the Dorlikon emigrants were
fetched from their ship by foreign masters, who paid for their journey and
expected their service in return?' My question had come up while reading
Leo's works (footnote 5). Someone as needy as Rudolf Epprecht would
barely have managed to get to the coast with his wife and six children an undertaking of three weeks on foot- and from there to London. The
crossing itself he would therefore have had to pay off in installments. Leo
Schelbert showed me, however, that, given the circumstances, to bind
oneself for several years was often to survive. Especially in the case of
young people, that kind of labor could even replace an apprenticeship.
Thus, what today is no longer legal-the mortgaging of one's future
pay-was then a common practice, serving both sides. As I further
9

Rudolf Ulrich Singer, born 1851, originally a barber at Dorlikon. In 1876
he was admitted to the Swiss Association at St. Louis. In the same name list , published
in connection with the 50 1h anniversary of the Nordamerikanische Schweizerbund,
1865-1915, we found what is probably a remote relative of my wife: the iron-worker
Johannes Ernst from Feldi-Altikon, born 1801.
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learnt from Leo, the term 'indentured service' derives from the actual
contracts, written out for master and servant. The document, put down
in duplicate on the same scroll, would be separated in a zigzag line,
with one part handed to the master, the other to the servant. In case of
conflict, then, a creditor could prove the legitimacy of his claim by fitting
the two halves together.

"Energy Slaves"
They paid off their debts by muscle power, by labor measured in
energy units. 'Indentured service' meant being an "energy slave" -more
precisely, mortgaging one's capacity to work for a certain time span,
usually four years. On average, a person's daily energy output amounts to
one to two kilowatt hours (kWh), or some 860 to 1720 calories (Kcal). This
corresponds to the amount of energy contained in one or two deciliters
of oil, or added up over four years, to one or two barrels. That is also the
amount of energy a Boeing 717 uses on a transatlantic flight per person.
Despite this enormous energy consumption we continue to exploit the
surface of the earth , thus exhausting resources within generations that
have taken millions of years to build up.
And yet, while in Evanston, I brushed such ecological considerations
aside, thinking instead of flying down to South Carolina, where I hoped to
find some more traces of the Zurich emigrants of 1738 and 1743.
A Spectacular Discovery
We were working in the archives of Northwestern University Library.
I was reading Robert L. Meriwether's Expansion of South Carolina 17291765 ,1 0 when Leo Schelbert suddenly asked: 'Was not the first name of
your Epprecht Rudolf?' - 'Yes, why?' 'The index of The Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography here contains a reference to volume
58.' My heart began to beat faster.
A SPECTACULAR DISCOVERY
Thanks to the library's open stacks we had immediate access to the
desired article, 11 and going through it, found the following passage:
10

Robert L. Meriwether, The Expansion of South Carolina 1729-1765.
(ingsport, Tennessee: Southern Publishers , 1940.
11
Louis F. Middlebrook, "The ship Mary of Philadelphia , 1740," The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 58 (1943), 150.
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In a letter from her owner, Daniel Flexney of London. to John
Reynell, he makes mention of her passengers as follows:
John Ulrick Hagen buck, wife and 3 children, aged 11-12-2
Felix Rebsamen
do.&: 6
do.
do. 12-11-7-3-5-1/2
do.&: 5
do.
do. 11-7-4-2-1/2
John Rueg
do.&: 3
do.
do. 18-21-11
Jacob Rueg
do.&: 6
do.
do. 20-18-14-12-7-4
Rudolf Epprecht
Henry Angst
Elizabeth Angst
do.
'That's him!' I exclaimed. And-as I was able to corroborate after
comparing the data given by the author of the article, L. F. Middlebrook,
with that of Reverend Ulrich (see figure 2)-the listed children were his
sons Jacob (20) and Rudolf (18), together with his four daughters Anna
(14), Margret (12), Elisabeth (7), and Verena (4).
My question at the outset of my inquiry-whether the Epprechts had
ever reached the other side of the ocean - had thus been answered: They
had boarded at London port, and their ship Mary arrived in Philadelphia
in November 1743.
Who Else Traveled With Them?
Back at the Schelberts' we went through a publication listing all the
records on Swiss emigrants over a period of ten years 12 -the records that
Zurich's authorities had requested from its parishes in 1743 .. We were all
trying to find out who else had traveled with the Epprechts, and it was my
wife who eventually came up with the following passage:

Hans Ulrich Hagenbucher of Htinikon, aged 41, who,
with his wife, Barbara Frauenfelder, same age, and 3
children: Elsbeth 13, Margareth 10, Magdalena 2, left here
[Neftenbach] for Carolina June 14th, 1793. Because he had
12
Albert B. Faust and Gaius M. Brumbaugh, eds. Lists of Swiss Emigrants
in the Eighteenth Century to the American Colonies. Vol. 1: Zurich 1734-1744. Washington, D.C.: The National Genealogical Society, 1920. For some 90 corrections based
on the originals see Leo Schelbert, "Notes on 'Lists of Swiss Emigrants'," National
Genealogical Society Quarterly 50 (1972): 34-46. The article is included in the I 976
reprint of the Faust-Brumbaugh work.
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been severely punished at Kyburg in the previous spring,
far blasphemous speeches and in addition to that had been
obliged to hear from the pulpit a sermon expressly directed
against him and consequently was ashamed to live longer
among the people there.
f\1oreover, we found the following entry:
From the Parish Stemenberg there left on April 16, 1793 the
following families:
Felix Rebsamen, 45, and his wife Regula Graff with 6
children, the oldest of which was 15 years old and the
youngest 1. After selling his house and goods and paying
the Emigration tax on the total, each of these men [Felix
Rebsamen and Hans Ruegg] took away with him about 300
Florins in money. Hans Ruegg, 43, and his wife Elsbeth
Ott, 45, with their 5 children, the oldest of which was 12
and the youngest 10 weeks old.
We were unable to locate Jakob Ruegg with the group of children
mentioned in the passenger list of the Mary. Further listed, however,
were
Heinrich Angst from Niederwil, unmarried. aged 27 1/2,
his sister Elizabeth [Angst] unmarried, 26, both without a
pass or certificate from the pastor.
A glance at figure 1 shows that the Angsts came from a hamlet
west of Dorlikon. Likewise, on the left side of the map Htinikon is
indicted, a hamlet north of Neftenbach from which the Hagenbuchers
came. Indeed, one tended to travel with people of one's own kind.

THE CROSSING ON THE MARY AN INCONCEIVABLE UNDERTAKING
The following day my wife and I went back to Northwestern
Library to photocopy the passenger list of the Mary mentioned in Mr.
Middlebrook's article. Fortunately, apart from reconstructing some of the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/5
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history of American shipbuilding, the author gave important details on the
Mary. The vessel was only 58 feet long on keel, 21,5 feet beam, and 10.5
feet depth of hold! To think of a transatlantic crossing in such a nutshell and at a time when neither radio nor auxiliary engines nor alloyed steel
existed, and the only thing holding a boat together were tree nails! Other
data, extracted from correspondence, order forms, and bills, indicated that
the ship came to1255 British pounds; that it required a crew of some
sixteen men; and that it possessed in place of a gun for defense a precious
figurehead supposed to imbue the superstitious sailors with confidence. A
specialist in naval history, Mr. Middlebrook took a particular interest in
the Mary because she was America's oldest and smallest fully rigged ship
built for transatlantic crossings. (She had been ordered and financed by
the London merchant Daniel Flexney who thereby hoped to establish and
maintain overseas trade.)
Like Slaves
As further described in the article, the ship's lowest stowage roomthe 'lowstow' -held water barrels and heavy goods. Both the forward and
after parts of the vessel, where room diminished in height and width, were
used for crew accommodation. The center of the ship consisted of main
deck and lower deck, both of which only 4 to 4.5 feet apart. Room there
was too low to accommodate any passenger, but it served for dry stowage
of perishables. It surprises the more, then, that once at least the Mary did
carry passengers.
To verify this, Mr. Middlebrook quoted a letter by Daniel Flexney
addressed to his trading partner John Reynell in Philadelphia, thus further
concluding: " ...there must have been some pretence for provision of the
accommodation of the 35 souls, besides the crew who came to Philadelphia
in this 58 foot ship in November, 1743, and they must have been stowed
away within the four feet between decks in somewhat the same manner
that slaves were transported from Africa." (Middlebrook, 150)
A Pure Coincidence
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Back at the New York Public Library I searched through I. D. Rupp's
compilation of some 30,000 names of German and Swiss immigrants, 13
besides a publication by R. B. Strassburger and W. J. Hinke. 14 Moreover,
I tried to get hold of what other data was available on passengers, in
particular the passenger lists of Philadelphia. However, no Epprecht
could be found. On the other hand, I saw confirmed the information I
had extracted from the publication consulted at Schelbert's place (see
footnote 12): Two people from Niederwil had arrived on the Endeavor
on November 10, 1743-Hans Ulrich Schaub, aged twenty, and Adam
Schaub, aged eighteen. These were the sons from Henry Schaub's first
marriage. Schaub himself, aged 51, had left Andelfingen in spring 17 43,
together with his second wife and their seven children.
I also continued to search for plans of ocean-going sailing ships
of that time. But only ships entering history were described in detailthe Santa Maria for example, on which, on August 3, 1492, Columbus
had put to sea; or the Mayflower, bringing 104 pilgrims to the shores of
Massachusetts in 1620. Both these ships were about twice as long as the
Mary, that is, 128 feet; and only the Pinta and Nina, the two escorting
ships included in Columbus's fleet, compared to the size of the Mary.
(The latter might therefore have resembled the Pinta, shown in figure 8.)
Unfortunately, further research on the Mary was to no avail; so what little
knowledge I have been able to retrieve I owe entirely to Mr. Middlebrook's
enthusiam for old sailing ships.

DETECTIVE WORK
Increasingly my search for traces of the Dorlikon emigrants began
to resemble a detective story. For like a detective looking for a criminal's
accomplices, I was trying to locate people somehow linked to my
Dorlikon ancestors. It was thus that in the registers I scanned I directed
my attention to people who had left their homes at the same time. Names
such as Miiller, however, I passed over for being too common to be of
any significance. Unfortunately, the name of one of "my" three Dorlikon
13

D . Rupp , Foreign Immigrants to Pennsylvania , 1727-/776. Philadelphia

1898.
14
Ralph Beaver Strassburger and William J. Hinke, Pennsylvania German
Pioneers . A Publication of the Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia
from 1727 to /803 . 3 vols. Camden, Maine, 1992.
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PINTA

Figure 8: The Pinta, as experts picture the smaller of the two escorting
ships of Columbus' fleet. It was a little larger than the Mary.
families -Ntissli- also turned out to be frequent among emigrants from
the Palatinate, thus having to be dismissed, as well.
Once, in the course of my preparations in Switzerland, I had also
been considering the Amish -the peculiar denomination committed to
the preservation of old traditions. As their name indicates, they emerged
being led by a Swiss named Jakob Ammann of uncertain identity in
Canton Berne; and so I wondered if some of the Dorlikon people might
have been among them. Luckily, I found an excellent genealogy on the
Amish, which enabled me to verify that neither Conrad Basler nor any
other Dorlikon villagers had ever been part of them.
On the other hand, as early as summer 1987 Dr. Pfister of Zurich's
State Archive had alerted me to another important factor-the distortion
and alteration of names. In a letter dated August 31 he informed me of
those passenger lists from Philadelphia which had been written out three
times:
[ ... ] On the same list, no. 68, a certain 'Conraat Bachler'
(38) / 'Conraat (X) Bauchler' / 'Conrad Barttler' is
mentioned. The cross between his first and surname
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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corresponds to his signature. It is not unlikely that this is
the Konrad Basler you are looking for. Name distortions
of that sort repeatedly occurred where English-speaking
officials recorded names given in the respective person's
vernacular. Moreover, details about names must be taken
as rough estimates rather than at face value. As regards the
other two Dorlikon emigrants, their ages are registered in
the list of Altikon differ from those in the passenger list
(Niissli 42/45, Weidmann 37 /40); as regards Basler, ages
given 33/38 ...
Had it not been for Dr. Pfister who had acquired a profound
knowledge of these emigrants, I might never have discovered Conrad
Basler.

SEARCH WITHIN THE FAMILY CIRCLE
On the passenger list on which the names of Basler, Niissli, anu
Weidmann appeared, there was also mention of a certain Rudolph
Baumer. According to Dr. Pfister this might be the person from Altikon
who Reverend Ulrich, on his list of emigrants, had registered under
1735 instead of 1738. In research in general, assumptions of that sort
help to get some orientation; not infrequently in genealogy they harden
the evidence through cross-references. It was thus that I discovered
that Conrad Basler had been married to Anna Baumer from Altikon.
Obviously then the twenty-six-year old Rudolf Baumer was her single
brother who had joined the Baslers. Possibly too a sister-Barbel
Baumer, age 28, married to Christoph Muller from Altikon, age 30was of the group as well.
In the course of my research in Switzerland I had moreover
discovered that Conrad Basler and Anna Basler-Baumer, married on
January 12, 1729, had a little daughter on April 2. 1730. However as early
as December 13, 1732, Anneli died. Their son Conrad who later traveled
with them was born in 1731. Interestingly, in Reverend Ulrich's register
both father and son are recorded as 'Curat' (pronounced 'Chueret'). To
me, the question now remained what had happened to the Dorlikon party

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/5
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after arriving in Philadelphia. Might they too, have entered indenturec
service to settle their travel expenses?

Close to Surrender
Working in New York, I came across an index listing all those peoiJic;
known ever to have reached the American coast, or to have left their
homelands with this intention. 15 This multi-volume work made me realize
that the 800 Baslers at present living in the United States originate from
-;everal different Basler families; moreover, I was forced to acknowledge
hat, possibly, the illiterate Conrad Basler was not related to these Baslers
at all, since obviously his name had been misunderstood and altered by
the English-speaking officials. Such complications, it seemed, could
hardly be mastered.

15

Passenger and Immigration Lists Index, New York Public Library.
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